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ABSTRACT
This paper argues that the most likely new display technology to achieve widespread adoption
is augmented reality (AR) head-mounted displays (HMDs), and further argues that the way this
will happen is through making them useful to knowledge workers who use them with laptops and
smartphones. Research questions related to these use cases are identified.
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INTRODUCTION
The past ≈15-20 years have culminated with the widespread adoption of smartphones (Apple’s iPhone,
Google’s Android), tablets (e.g., Apple’s iPad), tablet/laptop hybrids (e.g., Microsoft Surface), as well
as new software tools for cloud-based storage of documents and collaboration (e.g., Google Docs,
Dropbox, Slack, Trello), and for visualizing data (e.g., Tableau), all of which have facilitated knowledge
work. However, over a slightly longer timespan, researchers have proposed many other technologies
that could facilitate knowledge work, including enhanced display hardware (horizontal tabletop
touch-sensitive displays, wall-sized displays, rooms instrumented with multiple projectors and/or
cameras and/or sensors (e.g., CAVEs), volumetric desktop displays, and head-mounted displays), as
well as enhanced windowing systems and file systems, and these have so far achieved very modest
adoption. This paper argues that augmented reality (AR) [26] head-mounted displays (HMDs) are
the most likely new hardware platform to be widely adopted in office environments over the next 10
years, and identifies research opportunities around the use of AR HMDs by knowledge workers.
Horizontal tabletop displays, wall-sized displays, volumetric displays, and rooms instrumented with
multiple projectors and sensors all offer larger interactive display surfaces for users, but impose a
significant up-front financial investment, and the inconvenience of being tied to a particular room.
Tabletop displays take up significant floorspace and do not work well with physical objects or
documents placed on top of them. Individuals are very unlikely to purchase such hardware for their
personal use at home, further reducing the market for these technologies and impeding their adoption.
In contrast, tablets and especially smartphones were quickly and widely adopted by individuals for
use in private life, because these devices are affordable, light-weight, and they make it extremely convenient to communicate with friends, find directions in a city, and consume media for entertainment.
Adoption by individuals for private use accelerated the development of mobile applications for office
environments, as more employees brought their personal mobile devices to work and looked for ways
to use them in their work.
I speculate that AR HMDs are the next hardware platform with the greatest potential for significant
adoption and impact among knowledge workers and office workers, for the following reasons: (1)
The lower bound on their cost is determined by the mass of plastic, metal, and other materials used
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objection that could be raised is that the
market for video games is quite large, however virtual reality (VR) headsets (Oculus and
HTC Vive) are already more mature than AR
HMDs and compatible with the gaming platform Steam. With AR HMDs lagging behind in
price and performance, it’s unclear how they
could significantly disprupt this market over
the next 10 years.
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in their manufacture. Current AR HMDs such as Microsoft HoloLens (579 grams) require far less
raw material than a 24 inch monitor (often over 3000 grams), and HMDs with a field-of-view (FOV)
of 90 degrees or more would provide a virtual display surface far exceeding that of a monitor. The
Magic Leap One headset (≈ $ 2000) is currently twice the cost of a high-end smartphone, and yet
the complexity of manufacturing these devices is comparable. As more headsets are sold, their cost
will approach that of a smartphone. (2) Governments with large military budgets will continue to
invest in the development of mobile AR HMDs for use in the field, helping the technology to become
more mature. (3) Large organizations that spend significant money for staff to travel between offices
may be willing to buy AR HMDs for enhanced teleconferencing, to reduce the need for business
travel. One company working on an AR teleconferencing solution is Spatial, whose promotional video
[43] was viewed over 100k times in the 4 months since it was published. (4) Individual professionals,
digital artists, or office workers who prefer to work with large physical display areas, such as two
24 inch screens, may purchase an AR HMD instead of such desktop screens, to complement and
extend their laptop screen, and gain the advantage of mobile use and the ability to also extend their
smartphone screen. Such individuals will then bring these headsets to their work environments,
further driving adoption. (5) Companies creating AR HMDs are motivated by secondary markets
of peripheral applications including emergency response, maintenance of machinery, monitoring of
assembly lines, image-guided surgery, games1 , education, and design of 3D models for manufacturing
or computer animation. End users in these markets are less likely to pay for expensive AR HMDs,
however if the cost of the HMDs drops enough, these markets become available to vendors.
Items 3 and 4 are potentially the largest markets for initial adoption and therefore the strongest
channels to drive AR HMDs toward maturity. Notice that these markets are made up of office workers,
managers, and users who want to view content or documents on large display surfaces, i.e., knowledge
workers.
Adoption by knowledge workers will require a few improvements to current hardware. Headsets
need to be lighter [29] and more comfortable (Magic Leap One’s headset has a reduced weight thanks
to most of the computing power being in a pocket pack, but is still ≈ ten times heavier than a typical
pair of glasses), must provide a wider FOV (Magic Leap One’s FOV is ≈ 40 degrees horizontally,
which is less than the 47 degree angle subtended by a 24 inch monitor at a distance of 24 inches),
at a angular pixel density and crispness that is competitive with HD desktop monitors (Microsoft’s
HoloLens already displays at ≈44 pixels per degree, compared to a 24 inch 1920×1080 screen with 92
dpi at a distance of 24 inches yielding 39 pixels per degree). Several companies, including Microsoft
and Google, are working toward solutions to these problems and have invested hundreds of millions
of dollars in AR over the past ≈5 years. An additional problem with AR HMDs is their fixed focal
distance, creating a vergence-accommodation conflict, making it uncomfortable to view virtual text or
small details at close distance, however content at a distance of 1 meter or more suffers almost no ill
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effects, and companies [3] and researchers [23, 28] are working towards a solution. Finally, Gartner’s
August 2018 “Hype Cycle” [17] shows “Augmented Reality” as the most mature of all the technologies
surveyed.
OPPORTUNITIES FOR RESEARCHERS

2 https://docs.microsoft.com/en-

us/windows/mixed-reality/gaze

3 https://www.youtube.com/user/leapmotion/videos

, e.g., https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LFRKEmzrzP8

A segment of the public is clearly interested in the possibilities of AR, as demonstrated by online activity: A brief 2018
video (https://twitter.com/LeapMotion/status/
988749463215857664) showing a user repositioning windows in empty space [30] has been
retweeted over 1000 times. A 2017 concept
video [36] of a VR window management system was viewed over 100k times. A 2015 video
of a 3D window management system [6] was
viewed over 500k times.

The current state of AR is somewhat of a “wild west” with multiple companies (Microsoft, Google,
Magic Leap, Meta, Avegant, Apple, Facebook, Intel, Amazon, Huawei) competing to develop products
and establish norms. We have observed several new users of the HoloLens spontaneously reach out
with their bare hands to grab or point at virtual content, and only learn with verbal explanation
from a more experienced user how to instead use “gaze” (head orientation) to point and the “air tap”
gesture to click, which are the interactions recommended by Microsoft2 . Many HoloLens users are
unaware that the headset can be connected via Bluetooth to a mouse and keyboard for efficient,
traditional input when sitting at a desk. Meta 2’s headset primarily uses bare hands for interacting
with content. Leap Motion has published a series of videos3 demonstrating experimental interaction
techniques using bare hands. It is as-yet unclear which input styles will become dominant, and how
AR “window managers” or immersive environments will evolve over the next 10 years. HCI researchers
therefore have an opportunity to influence and catalyze the establishment of user interface norms. If
knowledge work is indeed the greatest channel for wider adoption of AR HMDs, as argued in the
previous section, then HCI researchers should consider focusing on knowledge work with AR HMDs
as a lever to influence the course of near-term technology. The lack of norms and abundance of public
interest offers a window of opportunity to plant seeds in the minds of designers, developers, and
engineers with some key ideas demonstrated with research prototypes. Advanced techniques for
window managers and file systems that have been previously proposed by researchers, but never
gained traction commercially, could be adapted to this new hardware platform and influence the next
generation of user interfaces.
We have argued that there are two main scenarios with the greatest potential for initial market
penetration and wide adoption of AR HMDs: a single knowledge worker equipped with a smartphone,
laptop, and AR HMD; and a group of knowledge workers conducting a teleconference meeting with
AR HMDs. We now consider research questions related to the first of these two. Space limitations
keep the second scenario outside the scope of this paper.
A Single User’s AR HMD Extending their Physical Screens
Although it is possible to use untethered AR HMDs for mobile activities, to use bare hands for text
input, and to benefit from enhanced depth cues (stereo disparity and head-coupled perspective) when
viewing 3D models, most knowledge workers never work with 3D models and many of them do most
of their work at a desk with a laptop, keyboard and mouse, interacting with the window management
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Figure 2: Combining physical desktops
with AR headsets. Top: ARWin [10]. Bottom: prototype by Citi [8].
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GUI of Microsoft Windows or Mac OS. The mouse is an excellent pointing device, owing to its stability,
filtering out hand tremor, and having buttons that are activated in a direction perpendicular to the
mouse’s motion [4], while a full-size keyboard has a text input rate far higher than any mid-air typing
technique. Using bare hands to point in mid-air is also tiring [22, 25]. It follows that a primary use
case for an AR HMD is using it to extend the laptop’s physical screen onto a larger virtual surface,
possibly an infinite wall or cylinder or sphere that surrounds the user [19].
There are several examples of prototypes and concepts for surrounding a user with floating virtual
windows (Figure 1) that are relevant to this scenario, however relatively little previous work has
focused on virtual windows integrated with a physical desktop environment (Figure 2 and [40, 41]).
One line of research could investigate adapting enhanced window management techniques for 2D
virtual desktops to this new scenario of a physical desktop, laptop, mouse, keyboard, and AR HMD. For
example, researchers have proposed the ability to “peel back” windows to reveal what is underneath
[12]; such peeling back could now be done in 3D, possibly from a physical screen into virtual AR space
(Figure 4, left). Techniques for rapidly jumping around distant places [7] or bringing distal content
close to the mouse cursor [5] could be applied. Documents and windows could be arranged in 3D piles,
as has been proposed previously on 2D screens [1, 33]. Figure 4(right) shows a design for integrating
virtual piles with a physical desk environment using a flagpole metaphor – the anchor point of these
poles could be moved with a mouse or finger (without having to lift the hand into midair) and could
also be used to access options related to each pile or floating window. “Time-machine computing”
[38] allows a user to navigate back in time to see the contents of their 2D virtual desktop at a previous
moment; this could be adapted to allow a user of AR to see the layout of virtual windows in their office
on a previous day. Enhanced ways of accessing a file system could also be revived and integrated into
new research prototypes, such as Presto’s [11] ability to define folders whose content is dynamically
updated in response to a query string. New interaction techniques could be designed to migrate
windows and documents between a laptop’s physical screen and the virtual display space provided by
the AR HMD. 2D and 3D visualizations appearing in a physical screen or in virtual floating windows
could be linked together in a manner similar to VisLink [9]. More research could be done around
efficient placement of windows [31], possibly snapping to physical objects [35], and making it easy for
a user to “pick up” all their virtual windows, “bring them along” while walking to another room [15],
and have them automatically reposition themselves within a new physical office environment [14].
We can also observe that, as a user is surrounded by more floating content covering a larger angle,
at some point, eye motions alone no longer suffice to switch between all such content, and rotations
of the neck or torso become necessary, or even getting up and walking over to more distant windows.
In other words, there comes a point when it would be more efficient to instead zoom in/out on content
displayed within a smaller field-of-view, or cycle between overlapping windows all directly in front of
the user. The tradeoff involved likely depends on the user’s task (e.g., monitoring several information
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Figure 1: Surrounding a user with virtual windows. Top, left to right: Microsoft’s Task Gallery [39], Personal cockpit [15], ethereal planes [13], Augmented Reality
Workspace [6]. Bottom: prototype by Mike Alger [2], Oculus Dash [36], Office of the Future [19], Leap Motion’s North Star [30].

sources versus dragging and dropping between windows). Although research related to this question
has been done [20, 21, 24, 27, 32, 37], there is still no complete quantitative model of the tradeoff
involved in displaying over a wider field-of-view versus zooming versus cycling through overlapping
windows.
In addition to using an AR HMD with a laptop computer while seated, knowledge workers will also
want to use the HMD to enhance their experience of using a smartphone when on the go (Figure 3).
Although the HMD obviously allows for greater output space, it is less clear which kind of input (on
the phone’s touchscreen versus in midair) is best. Fingers can be tracked in midair by sensors on
the headset, however such pointing suffers from hand tremor, fatigue, occlusions, difficulty sensing
multi-touch gestures (such as mid-air pinch-to-zoom), and a lack of haptic feedback. Research will
continue to investigate these issues.
To the extent that researchers hope for real-world adoption, it is instructive to consider the case of
BumpTop [1]. BumpTop proposed advanced desktop interaction techniques including gestural-style
interaction with a pen, the ability to define piles of documents, and simulated physics to encourage
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Figure 3: Combining AR headsets with smartphones. Clockwise from top left: MultiFi [18], A scene
from the short film “Lost Memories” [16], Spatial’s exporting of a virtual note from a phone into AR
[42], VESAD [34].

4 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M0ODskdEPnQ

free-from layout and rearrangement of documents on the virtual desktop. It was first presented
as a CHI paper, was spun off as a start-up company, and was featured as a TED talk. An online
video demonstration of it has accumulated over 4 million views4 , and the beta software version was
downloaded by the public “roughly 500k” times [Agarawala, personal communication]. The company
was eventually sold to Google. Despite the clear interest and excitement around such an interaction
paradigm, the source code was later released to the public by Google, and is no longer maintained
by Google. Although it was highly influential (the CHI paper has been cited over 300 times), one of
the reasons that BumpTop did not become a widely used product is that users do not actually spend
much time on their virtual desktop — many laptop users spend most of their time working inside a
web browser [Agarawala, personal communication].
Other ideas that have been proposed by researchers for enhancing window management or virtual
desktops have seen very little adoption. Time-Machine Computing [38] is comparable to the “Task
View” in Microsoft Windows 10, and Mac OS X offers Mission Control (formerly Dashboard, Exposé,
and Spaces), however other ideas such as peelable windows or advanced file systems have not been
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Figure 4: Left: a mockup of virtual windows that can be positioned outside, or peeled off of, a physical screen. Right: a sketch of virtual windows floating above a
physical desktop, with virtual flagpoles connecting the virtual content to the physical surface. The anchor point of each flagpole could be moved using a mouse
or direct touch, avoiding the need to raise the user’s arm in mid-air.

adopted at all by major vendors. It is difficult or infeasible for 3rd party developers to modify the
operating system or built-in window manager of Microsoft Windows or Mac OS, adding to the inertia
of current interface paradigms.
Hence, to increase the chances of new UI paradigms being widely adopted, it would be useful for
researchers to think about ways of integrating their prototypes with widely-used web-based apps
(e.g., making services like Slack or Trello accessible within a prototype 3D window manager), as well
as ways of working around the limitations of existing commercial OSs and windowing systems so
that their prototypes can be used by the larger public. For example, to prototype ideas similar to those
in Figure 3, a research team might develop a publicly-available app that runs on an AR HMD that
recognizes the user’s smartphone, and that displays shortcuts floating beside the user’s phone, and/or
documents or photos that the user has selected on their phone. Selecting a shortcut could cause the
headset to send a signal to the phone to open an app, a webpage, or a document, and performing
an appropriate action on the phone could cause a document or photo to be displayed in larger form
by the HMD. Such a system could actually be deployed to the wider public as two apps (one for the
phone and one for the headset), planting the seeds of new interaction possibilities in the minds of
thousands of users, and perhaps influencing future versions of the OSs on smartphones and headsets.
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